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GENERAL DANCEFLOOR TILE INFORMATION

LED DANCEFLOOR - IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Flat, hard & level

Custom patterns, speed & colours are available for programming at an 
extra cost. Please contact our office with your requirements & for a quote

Your dancefloor will be pre 
programmed to cycle through 
random patterns & colours at 

various speeds

POWER REQUIREMENTS

Delivery Costs Not IncludedInstallation Included In Price

1-25 tiles 26-49 tiles 50+ TileS

single podium 
double podium 

3m x 3m 
4m x 4m  
5m x 5m

6m x 6m 
7m x 7m

Single Power Point 

SINGLE CIRCUIT

8m x 8m 
9m x 9m 

10m x 10m

3 PHASE POWER 2 POWER POINTS 

2 power CIrcuits

100cm100cm

1
1

cm

SIZE

W: 100cm 
D:  100cm 
H:  11cm

WEIGHT
40kg / tile

TILE INFORMATION

Optional Extra - Available at extra cost

EDGING INFORMATION

BEFORE YOU HIRE -  YOUR DESIGNATED DANCEFLOOR AREA MUST BE...

Indoors or 

undercover
Able to be installed along one side 

of a wall with power sockets

COLOUR SEQUENCES

Standard colours include:

RED BLUE YELLOW CYAN

GREEN PINK WHITE MAGENTA

27cm 127cm

W: 127cm 
D:  27cm 
H:  11cm

EDGING ANGLEWATTS
100W / tile

3 PHASE DISTRIBUTION BOARD  will be Supplied by Feel Good Events

DANCEFLOOR IS NOT WATERPROOF. DRINKS OF ANY KIND CANNOT BE CONSUMED ON THE DANCEFLOOR

68°

68°

1 2 3

EDGING SIZE

single podium 
double podium 

3m x 3m 
4m x 4m  
5m x 5m

Click Here To 

View Our Dance 

Floor In Action

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxri-zn_wtN1VmJ0b1JKREF1YVU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxri-zn_wtN1VmJ0b1JKREF1YVU


FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

I have noticed some slight 
movement in the dancefloor 
tiles. Is this an issue?

How do I change the colours, 
patterns & speed of the 
dancefloor?

How do I turn on/off the dancefloor?

The dancefloor stopped working / 
there is an issue with the 
dancefloor. How can I fix it?

What surfaces can the 
dancefloor be placed on?

Can I have my dancefloor set up 
in the middle of a room?

Do I need edging? The dancefloor is 11cm high (approximately the height of a standard tissue box). Edging 
(ramp from the floor to the dancefloor) is optional and is not required for any sized 
dancefloor. We do however recommend edging for larger setups  (7m x 7m +) 

A power circuit can be simply described as a group of electrical sockets. You can 
determine how many circuits your home has by how many switches your electrical 
powerbox has (located on the side of your house). On average each home has 7 circuits. 
Circuits may include all the power outlets in your kitchen, living room and bedrooms, 
lighting for the living room,  the oven, the air conditioner etc. A standard circuit can take 
up to 2400 Watts. Be aware that our tiles utilise 100 Watts for each dancefloor tile

The dancefloor must be set up against a wall with power sockets. This prerequisite is 
required to hide the cabling and to ensure it doesn't become a tripping hazard 

Flat, hard surfaces such as wood or concrete are recommended. Plush carpet or rubber 
surfaces are acceptable but may cause increased movement and height discrepancies. 
Uneven or inconsistent surfaces (such as lawns) are not acceptable 

A delivery charge is separate to your dancefloor quote. Delivery charges begin from $80 
(each way) depending on your location and distance from our Ferntree Gully warehouse. 
Delivery is a requirement for dancefloor hire. We do not accept collections for dancefloor 
hire. Please contact our office for prices for a delivery quote based on your location 

Minor movement up and down is normal if the dancefloor is set up on carpet or on softer 
surfaces. Movement will decrease once the dancefloor is full of people. The dance floor 
tiles will not separate while in use as the whole floor is screwed together from the 
outside 

As the dancefloor consists of individual tiles slight gap & height discrepancies are normal. 
Discrepancies will be more noticeable on softer surfaces such as carpet. Gap & height 
discrepancies within 1cm are normal and not a safety concern. Height discrepancies will 
even out  and will not be noticeable once dancers are on the dancefloor 

Colours, patterns & speed are all pre programmed prior to the installation of the 
dancefloor. The standard sequence will cycle through randomised patterns utilising 8 
standard colours. Reprogramming for custom colours, patterns & speeds are available at 
an extra cost. Refer to the "Colour Sequences" section on the previous page for further 
information  

Simply flick the switch at the powerpoint to turn off/on the dancefloor 

Your dancefloor will be installed by our qualified staff and tested prior to your event. 
Should there be an issue after the installation do not attempt to correct the problem 
yourself. Please contact the emergency number that was given to you with your booking 
confirmation. Our technicians will assist in correcting the issue as quickly as possible 

What is a power circuit?

Is a delivery charge included?

BEFORE YOU MAKE YOUR BOOKING

ON THE NIGHT OF YOUR EVENT

There are noticeable gaps & 
height discrepancies between 
tiles. Is this a problem?

LED DANCEFLOOR - IMPORTANT INFORMATION


